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A diamond is
forever

De Beers legendary brand strapline

The Challenge :MODULE 4:
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Of all the products a jeweller deals with, the
diamond is the most important. A diamond
is particularly important because it:
Is seen as the ultimate gemstone of luxury
Is associated with significant events such as weddings and engagements
Has a high monetary value – it is expensive
Has the potential to make key margins for the jewellers

Diamonds are a truly wonderful product, loaded with meaning, potential, desire and value,
yet there have been a number of events that have caught the eye of the media and the
interest of the consumer, including the civil wars of the 1990s in Sierra Leone and Angola,
the ongoing problems in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), and troubles in Cote
d’Voire and Zimbabwe.

This media coverage has served to some extent erode the brand value of diamonds and
raise awareness amongst consumers of the darker side of diamond mining and its
associated politics.
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Some consumers are making the link between blood diamonds (also referred to as conflict
diamonds) and the diamond jewellery that they see on display in jewellery shops.

The industry in recent years has been proactive in trying to address some of the concerns around
conflict diamonds as well as the vulnerability that many small-scale diamond diggers face.

When your customers ask you for diamonds that are
conflict-free and have benefited the local people who
mined them, will you be able to reassure them of the
source of the diamonds that you sell?

MODULE 4:
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In many ways the jewellery trade revolves
around this single product. Gold may be the
backbone of our industry and coloured
gemstones add colour and variety, but for
many the diamond is the glamour and allure
that can turn even the most sceptical
observer weak at the knees.

The Introduction :MODULE 4:
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As jewellers you may have witnessed that when first shown a
particularly large diamond in a ring some customers initially feel
unsure about handling the ring. They may be nervous of its value,
but once they have tried it on their expression change. They seem
to be imagining what it would be like to own such a piece. Others
confidently reach out to touch what they know that they would
like to own. Image of diamond ring

Aspirations vary, but there are very few who haven’t dreamt of
owning a special diamond. It is because of this inherent desire
that we have to own something of beauty, rarity and value that
the diamond trade survives. Such is the bewitching and seductive
power of a diamond that the aspirations and dreams that a
diamond offers are greater than the stone itself.
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Section III :
THE ISSUES

The Three P’s:

POLITICS

PEOPLE

PLACE
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Within the diamond industry there are a
number of issues that need to be highlighted
and challenged if we are going to see ethical
improvements in the supply chain.
The issues we face as jewellers include:

POLITICS (political issues including legislation and regulation)

Conflict diamonds - for example the use of diamonds in funding governments and militia
in areas of conflict. 1

Political corruption - for example the payment of government officials in order to gain
mining rights or the enriching of political elites through diamonds. 2

Smuggling - for example the smuggling of diamonds from Zimbabwe. 3

The Issues :

References:

1.
http://www.hrw.org/en/news/2009/

06/26/zimbabwe-end-repression-
marange-diamond-fields

2.
http://www.zimbabwemetro.com/poli

tics/grace-mugabe-linked-to-the-
chinese-mafis/

3.
http://www.businessweek.com/magaz
ine/content/11_04/b4212011769982.ht
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PEOPLE (social issues including local communities and human rights)

Human rights violations including bonded labour and child labour. 1

Forced payments to militia. 2

Poverty wages, for example in Sierra Leone it is common for a diamond digger to
receive a $1 a day plus food for digging the diamond gravels. It should be noted that the
miner does not actually receive $1 a day, but receives local currency or goods to the
value of and equivalent to the spending power of $1 in the US (as if you were being paid
$1 a day while living and working in the US)

Health issues for example silicosis caused by inhalation of diamond dust in cutting
factories. 3

Unreclaimed washing pools that become a breeding ground for mosquitoes which
transmit malaria

Prostitution, alcohol and drug use that results in the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs) including HIV and AIDS
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1. http://nomi-
tamilnadu.blogspot.com/2010/04/chil
d-labour.html

2. http://www.israelidiamond.co.il/engli
sh/wikidiamondItem.aspx?boneId=179
8&objid=75&cat=6

3. http://www.ecojeweller.org/2009/10/
silicosis-victims.html
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PLACE (environmental issues)

Although diamond mining does not involve the use of toxic chemicals such as cyanide and
mercury as in in gold mining, there are environmental impacts such as deforestation, soil
erosion and the pollution of water by silt and mine waste

MODULE 4:
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Section IV :
THE SUPPLY CHAIN
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‘Small scale diamond miners’  Kono District, Sierre Leone | Photo: Courtesy of Greg Valerio
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To understand the ethical issues in a supply chain, it must first be visually mapped. This way
we can get an understanding of how it fits together and we can see where there may be
specific areas of concern and at what points there are social and environmental issues that
need to be understood and acted upon.

In jewellery there are three principle stages: visual diagram of three stages

Extraction (mining of the rough material)

Transformation (exporting, certification, sorting and grading, trading, cutting and
polishing and jewellery manufacture)

Retail (selling to the customer)

The Supply Chain :MODULE 4:

EXTRACTION TRANSFORMATION RETAIL
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Diamonds come to market from
either an alluvial small-scale mining
situation (ASM) or a large-scale
mining company (LSM). These
stones once unearthed are sold to
traders either externally in the case
of artisanal and small-scale mining
or passed on internally in the case of
many large-scale mine operators,
through what is referred to as a
vertically integrated supply chain.

Within the artisanal and small-mining
route to market, the stones may pass
through the hands of many people
before they finally find their way to a
point of export. Diamonds may be
smuggled across borders, or sold to
dealers who act on behalf of large-scale
mining companies, thereby increasing
the output from large-scale mines.
Alluvial deposits will often turn up
very rare sizes or colours of stones that
become highly prized by collectors and
which large-scale mining companies
are keen to acquire.

Artisanal and
small-scale mining
and large-scale mining1 Traders / Buyers

of rough stone2

The Government Kimberley Process
Certification Scheme (KPCS) 1 office of
each country should examine and seal
the parcel of rough stone ready for
export under the KPCS. In the case of
Botswana the sorting and grading is
done in country through the De Beers
DTC Botswana operation. 2

In country point
of export3
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References:

1: Kimberley Process Certification Scheme
(KPCS) www.kimberleyprocess.com

2: DTC Botswana
www.debeersgroup.com/en/Media-
centre/Resource-centres/DTC-Botswana

Although
there are
only the
three principle
stages, the
diamond
supply chain
is long and
complicated
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MODULE 4:

The importing KPCS government
unwrap the parcel and verify content
before resealing and releasing to the
importer.

As with gold and refining, traceability
can be lost once the diamonds reach
the sorting table or cutting floor
where they are mixed with parcels of
diamonds from different mines and
regions of the world.

Principle Diamond trading floors
(called Bourses) are based in Israel,
New York and Belgium.

Kimberley Certified
Import Country4 Sorting

and Grading5 Diamond Bourses /
Trading floors6

Major centres for cutting and polishing
include India, China, Belgium and
Armenia.

Cutting
and Polishing7
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Many brands and companies will use
external diamond certification
schemes to validate the cut, clarity,
colour and carat weight of the stone,
the 4Cs.

Diamond Certification
And the 4Cs8

Diamonds are bought by the retailer
or brand to be used in their jeweller.

Industry9
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CanadaMark™ is an origin hallmark, signifying that the polished diamond is of true Canadian origin.

CanadaMark™ diamonds are individually tracked and guaranteed to be natural and untreated. Known
origin and strict standards for quality and cut.

Why a Canadian diamond?
Canadian diamonds are desirable because of their great attributes.  They come from that exotic and
beautiful Canadian north.  Canadian diamonds are being mined in accordance with the principles of
sustainable development.

They are mined to the highest environmental standards in the world; they have provided social benefits to
the northern communities and have brought about important economic prosperity to their region.

Canadian diamonds meet the requirements of the Kimberley Process and many of them can be traced
back to the mine of origin. And, for Canadians, they support a new Canadian industry.

What is a Canadian diamond?
A diamond that was mined in Canada and may be cut and polished in Canada or abroad.

What are the benefits of this Code?
The code establishes a minimum standard based on records and a chain of warranties required to validate a
Canadian diamond claim. Retailers who abide by the code demonstrate to consumers their commitment to
ensure the authenticity of Canadian diamond claims.

The code allows Canadian diamonds to be traced from the Canadian mine to the diamond jewellery retailer,
providing consumers with a method to authenticate Canadian diamonds sold by a Code member.

The Code is endorsed by the Competition Bureau of Canada and the World Jewellery Confederation
(CIBJO).

Case Study :
CANADAMARK 3

 References:

3: www.canadamark.com
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Section V :
MEETING THE CHALLENGE
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‘Ekati Mine’ | Photo: Courtesy of BHP

 Reference:

1: http://nnsl.com/northern-news-
services/stories/papers/jun4_08ek.html
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In 2007 the Mwadui Community Diamond
Partnership1 short report stated that there
are more than 1.3 million diamond diggers
in Africa…
…and more than 13 million others who are dependent on the alluvial diamond sector
(alluvial diamonds are those extracted from river gravels rather than from large scale open
cast mines or deep underground mines). These diggers produce in value terms about
$1.7billion of rough diamonds per year.

In 2009 the official Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) figures for Africa give
the total export value for diamonds from large and small-scale mines as $11,914 billion. 2

The figures highlight the fact that small-scale mine production represents only about a
sixth of the value of the diamonds from Africa.

The informal artisanal and small-scale mining sector in diamonds, as in gold and
gemstones, is the largest employment sector within the diamond mining industry and yet
carries only a fraction of the market value.

Meeting the Challenge :MODULE 4:

 References:

1: www.businessactionforafrica.org/
documents/MCDP_June_07.pdf

2: https://kimberleyprocessstatistics.org
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Alluvial diamond mining is often not a preferred choice but a necessity and may be the only
means of providing for a family where agriculture and other livelihoods are not an option.

The alluvial diamond sector remains the greatest social challenge that faces the industry as
a whole yet it remains broadly unregulated, populated by a poor and marginalised
workforce, who due to their vulnerability are prey to unscrupulous and unethical traders.

Alluvial diggers have limited direct access to the export market and little or no knowledge
of grading rough stones or valuations.

Given this background, and coupled with a business culture of little or no transparency,
traceability or proper regulation of the buying practices of some of the larger companies in
the industry, it is understandable how this environment led to the conflict diamond
problems of the 1980s and 1990s.

Diamond mining is dominated financially and politically by large-scale mining (LSM)
companies such as De Beers 1 Rio Tinto 2  BHP 3 Billiton and Alrosa. 4

These large companies are able to engage in direct selling relationships that can capture
better control the sales infrastructure and therefore the value chain.

 References:

1: www.debeersgroup.com/en/diamond-
trading-company

2: www.riotinto.com

3:
http://www.bhpbilliton.com/bb/ourBusin
esses/diamondsSpecialtyProducts.jsp

4:  http://eng.alrosa.ru/
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The Kimberley Process started when
diamond-producing states met in
Kimberley, South Africa, in May 2000, to
discuss ways to stop the trade in ‘conflict
diamonds’ and ensure that diamond
purchases were not funding violence.
This came about as a result of a long and protracted campaign by NGO’s and civil society groups, who highlighted
the direct link between diamond sales and the buying of arms to fund civil wars.

In December 2000, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a landmark resolution supporting the creation of an
international certification scheme for rough diamonds.

By November 2002, negotiations between governments, the international diamond industry and civil society
organisations resulted in the creation of the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS).

The KPCS document sets out the requirements for controlling rough diamond production and trade. The KPCS
entered into force in 2003, when participating countries started to implement its rules.

References:

9: www.kimberleyprocess.com/
home/index_en.html

The Kimberley Process
AND BLOOD DIAMONDS 9

MODULE 4:
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Who is involved?

The Kimberley Process (KP) is open to all countries that are willing and able to implement its requirements. As of
November 2008, the KP has 49 members, representing 75 countries, with the European Community and its Member
States counting as an individual participant.

KP members account for approximately 99.8% of the global production of rough diamonds. In addition, the World
Diamond Council, representing the international diamond industry, and civil society organisations – Global Witness,
Partnership-Africa Canada – are participating in the KP and have played a major role since its outset.

How does the Kimberley Process work?

The Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) imposes extensive requirements (*) on its members to enable them
to certify shipments of rough diamonds as ‘conflict-free’ and prevent conflict diamonds from entering the legitimate
trade.

Under the terms of the KPCS, participating states must meet ‘minimum requirements’ and must put in place national
legislation and institutions; export, import and internal controls; and also commit to transparency and the exchange of
statistical data. Participants can only legally trade with other participants who have also met the minimum requirements
of the scheme, and international shipments of rough diamonds must be accompanied by a KP certificate guaranteeing
that they are conflict-free.

KP participating countries and industry and civil society observers gather twice a year at intersessional and plenary
meetings, as well as in working groups and committees that meet on a regular basis. Implementation is monitored
through ‘review visits’ and annual reports as well as by regular exchange and analysis of statistical data.
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More than a million African artisanal diamond diggers and their families live and work in absolute poverty, outside the
formal economy, in countries struggling to recover from the ravages of war.

The Diamond Development Initiative International (DDII) is a unique effort to address their problems, bringing
charities, governments and the private sector together in a common effort that aims to ensure that diamonds are an
engine for development.

We envision “development diamonds”, as diamonds that are produced responsibly, safely, with respect of human
and communities’ rights, in conflict-free zones, with beneficiation to communities and payment of fair prices to
miners.

The problem of “conflict diamonds” or ”blood diamonds” is now well known. Rebel groups in Sierra Leone, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Angola and elsewhere took control of alluvial diamond mining areas in the
1990s, enabling them to pursue brutal wars for many years.

Conflict diamonds were a product of the vast alluvial diamond areas in Africa where diamonds are mined by artisans –
diggers. Artisanal diamond mining is dirty work, sometimes dangerous, and the areas where this mining takes place is
a breeding ground for insecurity resulting from poverty, underdevelopment and overcrowding. There are up to
120,000 diggers in Sierra Leone, 800,000 in the Democratic Republic of Congo and many tens of thousands in
Angola, Liberia Brazil, Guyana, Venezuela and elsewhere.

The Kimberley Process has helped to consolidate the peace in several African countries, but it is a regulatory system; it
is not a tool for development. In the rush to congratulation, there is a danger that some of those who suffered most in
the diamond wars – the diggers, and their communities – will be forgotten.

The DDII is an important complement to the Kimberley Process and to its work with alluvial producer countries. We
aim, through education, policy dialogue and projects working directly with artisanal diamond miners and their
communities, to demonstrate that diamonds can be an asset for growth in countries where they have been at the
forefront of conflict and have not reduced poverty; that they can be a catalyst for individual and national development.

References:

10: www.ddiglobal.org

Case Study
DIAMOND DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE 10
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Produced by Finesse Diamonds, 1 the Kalahari Diamond is
crafted entirely in Namibia by expertly-trained local
diamond cutters who have received substantial preparation
in the art of diamond polishing.

Every Kalahari Diamond is ethically-sourced and
independently verified by European Gemological
Laboratory USA. 2

Each diamond comes with a verification card indentifying
the original rough weight of the stone and validating that
the stone was manufactured in Namibia by a workforce
comprised of local skilled crafts persons.

Case Study :
THE KALAHARI DIAMOND

 References:

1.http://www.finessediamonds.com/

2.http://www.eglinternational.org/
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Supply chain models used in the diamond industry

Due to the Kimberley Process Certification
Scheme (KPCS) all legal exports and imports
of rough diamond qualify as bulk
commodity due to the fact that the
government bodies that warranty the export
declare the country of origin on the
certificates.
Within this framework, however, individual companies are increasingly moving to an
intentional proprietary approach to their production. This mean that they own the product
from the start and keep overall control of the supply chain from their mines to diamond
cutting areas and beyond, sometimes even to the finished product displayed in the
jewellers.

MODULE 4:
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1. Track and trace (physical traceability)

Canadamark 1 – proprietary brand of the large-scale mining company BHP Billiton that
tracks the diamond from mine to retail

Opensource Minerals 2 – system of warranties that guarantees the customer mine to
retail chain of custody back to original mine site

Finesse Diamonds 3 – Kalahari Diamond, Namibia

2. Bulk commodity system

Forevermark 4 – proprietary brand of De Beers that guarantees all stones sold are mined
and traded under De Beers best practice principles. It does not trace back to De Beers DTC
mine of origin.

Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) / World Diamond Council –
guarantees under the government registration scheme that the diamond is conflict free. It
does not trace back to mine of origin.

Canadian Diamond 5 – this is a minimum standard set to prove that a stone is a
Canadian stone. Proof of which is through the paper trail and provable chain of warranties.

 References:

1: Canadamark
www.canadamark.com

2: Opensource Minerals
www.opensourceminerals.com/
Home.html

3: http://www.finessediamonds.com

4: Forever mark
www.forevermark.com/en/Language1

5:  Canadian Diamond Codes of Conduct
www.canadiandiamondcodeofconduct.ca/
EN_consumer_information.htm
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A note regarding transparency here is important.

Although some companies will make claims against their system of warranties, they are not
always transparent about the detail.

For example in February 2009 the mining company BHP Billiton was asked by one of the
authors about the standards that their cutting and polishing shops were audited against.

They replied that their own auditors (Ernst and Young) had helped develop the standard
and also undertook their audits.

BHP Billiton said that although the standard was proprietary (meaning that it was set up
by them and was owned by them, rather than being a public document) and was
confidential (so the content was not known to those outside the company), it was compliant
with the Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC) standard on cutting and polishing of
diamonds.

At the time of requesting this information the Responsible Jewellery Council did not have a
cutting and polishing standard.

BHP Billiton was standing behind an undisclosed internal standard and a non-existent
public one.

MODULE 4:
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Diamond Trading Company Botswana
(DTCB) is a joint 50/50 venture
partnership between the Government of
Botswana and De Beers. It is the world’s
largest diamond sorting and valuing
operation.
In addition to sorting and valuing Debswana’s production, the purpose of DTC Botswana is to make aggregated
diamond mixes available for sale in Botswana for local manufacturing.

This will support the Government’s economic vision to drive job creation and value creation from the country’s
diamond resources. DTC Botswana supports a number of initiatives through Corporate Social Investment and views
this ‘as key to its daily operations’.

The company recognises that it ‘cannot operate in isolation from the communities within which it operates’ and that it
is these communities that bring it such considerable economic wealth.

Their Corporate Social Investment contributions include employee time as well as financial support for a wide range of
community projects and resources to improve the lives of those in local communities.

References:

www.dtcbotswana.com

MODULE 4:
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The large cutting and polishing facility and
diamond academy is part of this.

Other projects include support for the annual
Botswana music camp, the Central Association
for the Blind and Disabled, and sponsored walks
for the Botswana Red Cross Society.

Within the diamond industry it is a model of
good practice.

The Government of Botswana and De Beers have
worked to ensure that Botswana benefit from the
diamond resource in their country. D
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Key steps to take to improve your ethical sourcing of diamonds

1. Make the decision to act. Commit to becoming an industry leader. Draw up a

statement of intent.

2. Take action. Be sure that you know what is happening in your own business and

what is happening in your supply chain. Undertake an internal audit.

3. Check all your publicity and marketing information you using.

Are you using the correct terminology such as ethical, fair trade and Fairtrade?

4. Are your diamonds certified, if so by whom?

5. Identify the type of supply chain you are buying from? Is it track and trace

or a bulk commodity chain. If you cannot full disclosure on the source, then plan to

move to a transparent supply chain.

MODULE 4:
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6. Write to the Fairtrade Labelling Organisation (FLO) asking them to begin a

process that will certify gemstones and diamonds from alluvial small-scale sources as

Fairtrade.

7. Work with your existing supply chain to improve on what you are doing.

8. Ensure that all your diamond suppliers are marking their invoices as guaranteed

stones from non-conflict sources. D
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